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Conjugate Shear Fractures a t  "Ki Corona," Southeast Parga Chasma, Venus; James J. Willis and 
Vicki L. Hansen, Department of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 75275. 

Introduction. Brittle tensile failure of Venus' surface is evident in many tectonic regimes, including as 
extension fractures associated with caldera collapse, radial and concentric fractures of coronae, fractures normal to 
folds, and fracture belts [e.g., 1-21. However, evidence of brittle shear failure has been described at only two local- 
ities-intersecting fractures oblique to wrinkle ridges in Lavinia Planitia were interpreted as conjugate shear fractures 
by Watters [3], and en echelon fractures in Guinevere Planitia record dominant extension, but with a component of 
shear [4]. We confirm these earlier interpretations, and recognize the widespread nature of conjugate shear fractures 
across the Venus surface, identifying examples at over 100 locations in varied tectonic regimes, including coronae, 
wrinkle-ridged plains, and fracture belts. However, we focus here on fracture and fold relations at "Ki Corona" 
(46.8"S, 302.S0E), and their implications toward corona evolution. 

Observations. Ki Corona is -450 km in diameter, as defined by a circumferential ridge belt. The -125-km 
annular ridge belt along the west side consists of numerous 40-60 km long ridges that parallel the coronal margin 
(Fig. 1). Ridge spacing varies, but generally increases outward. A single large-scale ridge, -40 km wide, with 
superimposed smaller-scale ridges, characterizes the east segment of the annulus; single and paired lineaments cross- 
cut the ridges at high angles (up to 90"). Two pervasive, faintly-illuminated lineament sets decorate the outer ridge 
belt along the west, northwest, and north sides, and extend to over 200 km outboard. The lineaments form an 
intersecting (typically -50") pattern. Lineament spacing, which is quite regular, averages 1.25 km for both sets. 
Orientation changes relative to annulus location-the acute bisectrix remains normal to local ridge trend, despite 
almost 90" change of annulus curvature and ridge orientation. 

A small associated corona (46.0°S, 303.3"E) exhibits extensive radial lineaments that cross-cut annular ridges. 
Though radially oriented near their origin, they change trend near their distal terminations to parallel the bisectrix of 
the faint intersecting lineaments, and they maintain this distal relation over a 60" change in bisectrix orientation. 
Volcanic flows that originated from the small corona embay much of eastern Ki Corona, indicating an overall 
interior topographic sag. The flows however host superimposed ridges and lineaments that parallel annulus fabrics. 

Interpretation and Discussion. Ki's annular ridges are interpreted as folds, based primarily on the 
gradational change in radar brightness across the ridges [e.g., 51. Two primary lineament types exist-faintly- 
illuminated single lineaments (as two variably-oriented sets) at western and northern Ki Corona, and brightly- 
illuminated single and paired radial lineaments of the small corona. The radial features are fractures that record 
circumferential (hoop) extension associated with domal uplift during early development of the small corona [e.g., 21. 
The two faint lineament sets, also interpreted as fractures, are discussed below. 

It is unclear whether either faint fracture set offsets the other-large-scale offsets along fractures (>2-3 pixel width 
of fractures) are not observed, and smaller-scale offsets cannot be documented at current resolution (Cl-MIDR). 
Fracture terminations can indicate relative ages; younger fractures abut older fractures, which act as free surfaces, 
blocking propagation of the younger set [e.g., 61. Such terminations are not observed at Ki Corona; rather, fractures 
cross-cut one another over tens of km with no apparent modification. Possible explanations include: (1) healing 
(e.g., by fracture fill) of older fractures may cause them to no longer act as free surfaces, allowing younger fractures 
to propagate across, or (2) younger fractures could initiate deeper than older fractures and propagate beneath and 
around older fractures. Fracture spacing relates to fracture depth [e.g., 61, and thus spacing changes might indicate 
the latter; yet no difference in fracture set spacing is evident at Ki Corona. These relations favor synchroneity of 
fracture sets, although diachroneity cannot be entirely ruled out. 

The folds exhibit apparent offsets along fracture traces. The offsets along single fracture traces are inconsistent, 
varying between apparent left-lateral and right-lateral strike-slip; therefore, the offsets cannot result from fractures 
displacing pre-existing folds. The fractures instead appear to compartmentalize subsequent or concurrent fold 
deformation. In compartmental deformation [7], the same amount of shortening by folding occurs on opposite sides 
of a fracture, but it is manifested differently. Folds develop in different positions, or the strain of a large fold on one 
side may be accommodated by two or more smaller folds on the other. The apparent offsets do not record real strike- 
slip displacements, but rather reflect only different fold positions. The folds therefore either post-date or formed 
synchronously with both fracture sets. The folds likely relate to corona formation. The two intersecting fracture 
sets share no similarities in morphology or orientation to typical corona-related radial or concentric fractures. If 
interpreted as tension fractures, there are no nearby tectonic features to which these fractures sets can be associated. 

We propose, based on compatibility of structures within a single strain regime, that the fractures and folds formed 
during progressive deformation and the two fractures sets represent an overall conjugate shear set. Along the western 
annulus, folds trend north, and their spacing increases westward (Fig. 1, inset), indicating decreasing strain westward. 
The acute bisectrix of the intersecting fracture sets trends west, perpendicular to the fold axes. Further outward, 
small radar-bright fractures, commonly lens-shaped and interpreted as tension fractures, parallel the bisectrix (Fig. 1). 
These structures are all compatible within an E-W contractional strain regime, with the faint intersecting fractures 
defining a conjugate shear set. Although shear fractures with horizontal bisectrix experience strike-slip displacement, 
they generally involve small strains (<2-3%); thus, at current resolution, observation of associated minor offsets is 
neither evident, nor expected. The acute bisectrix records both the orientation of maximum compressive stress and of 
maximum shortening strain. The same spatial distribution and geometric and kinematic relations of fractures and 
folds exist to the north along the Ki's annulus. Structural elements change orientation with annulus curvature; the 
conjugate shear fractures change orientation such that the acute bisectrix remains normal to folds (Fig. 3). 
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Overall, the structures record radial patterns of stress and strain associated with coronal deformation. Maximum 
principal stress o, is compressive, based on conjugate shear fractures and folds, and decreases outward. Maximum 
contractional strain also decreases outward. Minimum principal stress o, parallels the annulus (i.e., a hoop stress), 
and may be tensile or compressive based on the -50" shear-set intersection angle; however, occurrence of tension 
fractures, and analogy to curved Earth fold belts which are associated with a horizontal, tangential, tensile o, [e.g., 
61, favor a tensile state of 0,. In many Earth orogenic belts, a progressive decrease of the horizontal in-plane o, 
causes folds to become more widely spaced (reflecting a decrease in strain) in the direction of propagation from core 
to frontal regions, with a zone of conjugate shear fracturing extending from the frontal portion into the adjacent 
foreland for tens to hundreds of km, with extension fractures present even further outward [e.g., 61. We adopt this 
model to explain observed relations at Ki Corona. As deformation progressed, folds propagated outward, encroaching 
onto previously-fractured terrain, as reflected at Ki Corona by compartmentalization of fold deformation by pre- 
existing (and perhaps synchronous) fractures. Although fractures and folds may have been separate, they formed 
broadly synchronously during progressive deformation. 

Structures at Ki Corona directly support lateral spreading of the controlling coronal diapir (see [2]), as reflected at 
the surface by an outward decrease in both stress and strain, and overall outward propagation of annulus fold deforma- 
tion. Volcanic and annulus deformation fabrics indicate synchroneity between late Ki Corona and the small corona 
development-stresses between the two coronae interact such that as tensile stresses associated with radial fractures 
of the small corona decrease distally, the tension fractures "feel" stresses from Ki Corona, and change orientation to 
parallel the bisectrix of the conjugate shear fractures, despite changes of bisectrix trend. The effects or influence of 
corona evolution are also farther reaching than might have previously been expected-Ki's annulus radius (-225 km) 
might be taken as the deformation limit, yet associated conjugate shear fractures effectively double this distance. 

We focused here on a corona example of conjugate shear fractures, but this fracture type also associates common- 
ly with wrinkle-ridged plains, and fracture belts, and rarely with large-scale ridge belts and tesserae. Shear fractures 
provide a useful tool for researching Venus-they represent a mappable structural element and may aid determination 
of general geologic and temporal relations between units; they indicate that Venus's surface can deform in brittle 
shear; and as they define a stress and strain framework, they provide useful constraints toward dynamic modeling. 
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Fig. 1. Anno- 
tated synthetic- 
aperture radar 
image of the 
northwest Ki 
Corona. Black 
lines indicate 
local fold trend, 
and white lines 
indicate orien- 
tation of con- 
jugate shear 
fractures. Radial 
fractures from 
the small corona 
cross-cut folds 
and bisect conju- 
gate shear 
fracture set at 
distal tennina- 
tions. Inset 
shows close-up 
of west segment, 
illustrating 
increase in fold 
spacing outward, 
interaction be- 
tween folds and 
fractures, and 
interpreted stress 
conditions. 
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